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Judicial Council, October 19, 2017
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Review Pretrial Release Initiative Purpose and Progress



Tool Selection Workgroup Overview and Recommendations



Pretrial Risk Assessment Tool and Form Approval Policy



Next Steps and Project Timeline
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Term
Working Definition
Pretrial Evaluation The collection and analysis of, a particular defendant’s information on factors
impacting his/her likelihood to appear and risk to public safety. May be conducted
by pretrial services* or the court. AKA “bail evaluation” or “bail study” or “pretrial
bail evaluation.”
Pretrial Form

Template for recording factors of a particular defendant and the current charge
used to inform the pretrial release decision. A form does not assign a score or
recommendation for pretrial release decisions and does not assign a weight for
different factors. AKA "pretrial evaluation form," "bail form," or "form."

Pretrial Release
Decision

Release decision by court, or designated authority, that a defendant will be released
on his/her own recognizance (ROR), released on conditions (CR), or released on
bail/bond (bail).

Pretrial Release
Process

The full process used in a court location (involving pretrial services* and the court)
from arrest/summons, including the pretrial evaluation, the pretrial release
decision, and the actual release or detention of a defendant.

Pretrial Risk
Assessment Tool

A research-based (actuarial) instrument comprised of predictive factors that are
weighted and scored to provide a recommended pretrial release decision (based on
categorized risk of pretrial failure). The tool is used to assist the court , or its
designated authority, in making pretrial release decisions. AKA “tool” or “scale.”

*Pretrial Services includes probation or its designee (including law enforcement, jail personnel, etc.)
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Term
Working Definition
Evidence-based An approach, program, or practice that has been empirically researched and proven
Practice
to have measurable successful outcomes in furtherance of a particular goal. “EBPs”
Pretrial Failure An outcome that a pretrial risk assessment seeks to predict and minimize. The
most common outcomes are 1) likelihood of failure to appear (FTA) for court
appearances in the present case and 2) likelihood of new crimes (e.g. arrest,
charge) committed during the pretrial window (release to disposition).
Validation
A study of the effectiveness of a particular tool at predicting the outcome it seeks
to predict (e.g. pretrial failure) on a particular population.
Racial Bias/
Racial bias is a tendency to treat those in a racial group (or groups) differently or
Disparity/
unfairly. Racial discrimination is a result of racial biases, which can be explicit
Neutrality
(conscious preference for a race), or implicit (preference for a race that operates
outside of our awareness).
Racial disparity occurs when a racial group’s proportion of a particular statistic is
over-represented as compared to its percentage of the population (e.g. % of those
arrested as a proportion of the population).
Race neutral means a policy or score, for example, classifies individuals without
regard for their race.
There are multiple ways to test for, and categorize racial bias/disparities/neutrality
in a tool or in the effect a tool/pretrial release decision has on individuals in
different racial groups.
10/19/2017
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In 2014, the MN Judicial Branch Committee on Equality and
Justice (CEJ) recommended study of pretrial risk assessments



Recent Minnesota Judicial Branch (MJB) Strategic Plans
o FY14-15: Priority 3.B.ii: “Study evidence-based tool(s) for use in making

pretrial release decisions statewide.”
o FY16-17: Priority 3.A.ii: “Continue study of evidence-based tool(s) for

use in making pretrial release decisions statewide.”


Also included in FY18 Operational Plan
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SCAO research study (2014 – 2015)
o Statewide analysis of pretrial in-custody rates and the use of pretrial risk

assessment tools



Pretrial Release Initiative Workgroup (Oct 2015 – Apr 2016)
o Examined pretrial release through the legal and research framework to

develop recommendations for the Judicial Council



Judicial Council approved workgroup recommendations (Aug 2016)
o Counties had the option to opt-out of the statewide tool and conduct local

validations

• Sept. 2016 – March 2017


State Court Administrator tasked with convening a workgroup to
develop/adopt a pretrial risk assessment tool for statewide use
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•

•

Pretrial Tool and Form
Local corrections or their designee
collect information and complete the
pretrial evaluation form and tool
Provided to Court prior to first hearing

Arrest

In Custody

•

•

•
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Pretrial Release Outcome
Defendant is released on recognizance,
released with conditions, posts bail/bond, or
is detained (i.e. cannot post bail/bond)

First Hearing

Pretrial Release Decision
Judge and attorneys review pretrial
evaluation form and tool
Judge makes decision, based on
information collected by pretrial services
and attorney arguments in court
Court administration records decision in
MNCIS

Release Outcome

•

•

Case Disposition

After First Hearing
If a defendant is unable to make
bail, bail decision can be
appealed and reviewed at future
hearings
Defendants that are released are
monitored for pretrial failure
(FTA, new crime) or violation of
interim conditions
8
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Determine the tool to be developed/
adopted for statewide use



o Evaluate options for a statewide pretrial risk

assessment tool based on available research,
evidence-based practices, resource
requirements, and legal considerations



Consider valid items to be included on the
statewide pretrial evaluation form(s)
which will be used in conjunction with the
statewide pretrial risk assessment tool



Recommend a statewide tool and form for
the Judicial Council
10/19/2017

Phase 1
• Research study of tools
used in MN

Phase 2
• Policy analysis and
recommendations
• Report to Judicial Council

Phase 3
• Implementation of
Judicial Council action
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Received an overview of the Pretrial
Release Initiative Workgroup’s process and
recommendations



Reviewed the statistical methods used to
create and validate risk assessment tools



Considered the benefits and drawbacks of
developing a tool versus selecting a
validated tool from another jurisdiction



Consensus decisions

“[I]n our society, liberty is
the norm, and detention
prior to trial or without trial
is the carefully limited
exception.”
~United States v. Salerno,
481 U.S. 739, 755
“Pretrial decisions determine
mostly everything.”
~Caleb Foote, 1956

o Pursue implementation of a validated tool
o Do not modify tool prior to implementation
o Review broad array of already-validated tools
10/19/2017
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Reviewed 14 validated tools
from other jurisdictions

Assessed tools based on
development methodology,
which variables where
included and their definitions,
bias testing, and the tool’s
overall predictive power
Four tools selected for further
consideration
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Tools Considered:
















Allegheny Pretrial Services Risk Assessment
Colorado Pretrial Assessment Instrument
Connecticut Pretrial Risk Assessment
Instrument
District of Columbia Pretrial Services Agency
Pretrial Risk Assessment
Florida Pretrial Risk Assessment Instrument
Iowa Fifth Judicial District Pretrial Point Scale
Hennepin County Adult Pretrial Scale
Kentucky Pretrial Risk Assessment
Nevada Pretrial Risk Assessment
New York City Criminal Justice Agency Release
on Recognizance Scale
Ohio Risk Assessment Instrument
Public Safety Assessment – Court: Arnold
Foundation Tool
U.S. Federal Pretrial Services Risk Assessment
Instrument
Virginia Pretrial Risk Assessment Instrument –
Revised
13



Analysis and discussion led the workgroup to agree by
consensus to:
o Remove the Arnold Foundation PSA-Court from consideration

• Limited public information, concerns about validity, and unclear variable
definitions
o Remove the Federal Pretrial Risk Assessment Instrument from

consideration
• Concerns about included variables and applicability in Minnesota


Consensus decision to move forward with the Hennepin
County and Virginia tools for final consideration
o Collect additional information about the tools to address questions

about bias, implementation, and sample characteristics before a final
decision is made
10/19/2017
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Additional information gathered on the Hennepin and Virginia tools
o Bias testing statistics for Hennepin tool
o Sample and implementation process for Virginia tool



Compared the tools on many factors:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o



Number of risk categories
Distribution of defendants by risk category
Failure rate: overall, risk category, race and gender
Bias testing statistics (race and gender)
Predictive power
Implementation method, local practice, and sample characteristics
Ease of implementation for Minnesota

Near consensus decision to move forward with the Hennepin tool as the
new Minnesota Pretrial Assessment Tool (MNPAT)
o Concerns about Virginia’s criminal processing, use of preventive detention, and

limited current charge factors in the tool
o Pursue elements of Virginia tool in validation (e.g. simplified employment variable)
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Designed initial form and questionnaire from workgroup feedback
o Questionnaire created for jurisdictions with limited resources to complete

in-person interviews


Received input from legal and administration staff about the form



Presented drafts to the workgroup via email for review and edits



Final edits and vote
o Consensus agreement on the Minnesota Pretrial Assessment Form
o Near consensus agreement on the Minnesota Questionnaire

10/19/2017
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Minnesota Pretrial
Assessment Form, Page 1
• Removed potentially
biased factors
• Removed factors
potentially in conflict
with Rule 6.02
• Simplified visual
appearance
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Minnesota Pretrial
Assessment Form, Page 2
• Additional data
factors will be tested
in the tools validation
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Minnesota Pretrial
Questionnaire
• Optional resource for counties
with limited corrections or
designee resources to gather
information from defendants
without an interview
• Information from the
questionnaire would be
transferred to the form

10/19/2017
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Statute provides that Judicial Council shall approve form to be
used in each county



Judicial Council has made decisions over time approving
policy, but has not documented criteria and process
o Set parameters in 2016 for statewide tool and opt-out process

o Directed elimination of reliance on bail schedules
o Adopted Pretrial Release Initiative workgroup recommendations and

directed State Court Administrator to implement
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The proposed policy incorporate those recommendations and
outlines a procedure for approving tools and forms
o Establish policy and provide direction for approval procedure

o Define procedure and parameters for pretrial tool and form review

and approval
• Defines what is permissible for the tool and form
• Provides processes and forms
o Defines validation requirements
o Establishes training expectations
o Best practices for local councils
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Five counties opted-out of the statewide tool/form
o Anoka, Cass, Hennepin, Sherburne, Wright



Judicial Council must approve the form and tool to be used in each
county
o Judicial Council Policy effective date will impact MNPAT counties as well as

opt-out counties
o Hennepin tool and form approved in December 2015


Continuing education on pretrial legal framework relevant to all
judges/counties
o 2017 Annual Conference of Judges
o Additional training before MNPAT implementation, including on science

behind risk assessment
10/19/2017
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Tool and Form Selection and Approval



MNCIS Data Integrity
o Ensure decisions are accurately and comprehensively recorded in

MNCIS


Database Solutions
o Ensure access to the data for validation and reporting purposes



Implementation
o Judges and partners have access to the tools and know how to use

them
10/19/2017
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•

•

Pretrial Tool and Form
Local corrections or their designee
collect information and complete the
pretrial evaluation form and tool
Provided to Court prior to first hearing

Arrest

In Custody

•

•

•
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Pretrial Release Outcome
Defendant is released on recognizance,
released with conditions, posts bail/bond, or
is detained (i.e. cannot post bail/bond)

First Hearing

Pretrial Release Decision
Judge and attorneys review pretrial
evaluation form and tool
Judge makes decision, based on
information collected by pretrial services
and attorney arguments in court
Court administration records decision in
MNCIS

Release Outcome

•

•

Case Disposition

After First Hearing
If a defendant is unable to make
bail, bail decision can be
appealed and reviewed at future
hearings
Defendants that are released are
monitored for pretrial failure
(FTA, new crime) or violation of
interim conditions
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November 2017

Mid-2018

Mid-2018

Tool Selection
Select tool

MNCIS Data
Integrity

Database
Solution

Judicial Council
Approval

Gap Analysis
Configuration
CAP approval

Collect, store
and develop
database
solutions

Mid/Late 2018

Implementation
Rollout
Training

Approximate dates are dates of estimated completion
10/19/2017
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State Court Administrator convenes multi-disciplinary
Implementation Steering Committee
o Membership including all three probation delivery systems, Judges,

Court Administration, prosecutors, public defenders, jail
administration


Subprojects underway (EP243) & will continue that work
o Develop CAPs for court administration and MNCIS changes
o Develop IT infrastructure for reporting and validation, including

potential integrations with corrections systems
o Planning for training, communication, and support for implementation
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Approve Judicial Council Policy



Approve Minnesota Pretrial Assessment Tool (MNPAT)



Approve Minnesota Pretrial Assessment Form
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